ANNUAL MEETING OF CIVVIH ICOMOS 2015
& SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIUM
HERITAGE, DRIVER OF HISTORIC TOWNS AND URBAN LANDSCAPES
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
“Ζάς ποιεῖ φάρος μέγα τε
καὶ καλὸν καὶ ἐν αὐτῷ ποικίλει γῆν καὶ ᾽Ωγηνὸν καὶ τὰ ᾽Ωγηνοῦ δῶματα”
Φερεκίδης ο Σύριος

English interpretation:
“Gifts that Earth delivers should be used with respect and determinism in order to be sustainable”
Ferekides, ancient philosopher from Syros, teacher of Pythagoras

FINAL PROGRAM

SYROS, Greece
17-18 September 2015
1st Day: Thursday, 17 September 2015

Place: Municipality Cultural Center “PNEVMATIKO KENTRO”
Time: 10:45 – 18:30

10:45-12:00  1st Session_Syros Presentation
- (10:45-11:15) Joseph Stefanou, Emeritus Professor NTUA, Syros Institute President “Syros. The place to birth three great cultures”
- (11:15-11:35) Pavlos Hatzigrigoriou, PhD, Syros Institute “Managing heritage in digital era”
- (11:35-12:00) Konstantinos Moraitis, Professor NTUA, Syros Institute “Hellenic historic landscape and modern political ethos: in reference to the island of Syros”

12:00-13:00  2nd Session_Introduction to workshops
- (12:00-12:20) Sofia Avgerinou Kolonias, Professor NTUA, President ICOMOS CIVVIH “Heritage, driver of historic towns and urban landscapes. Sustainable development”
- (12:20-13:00) Samir Abdulac “Syria Crisis and the destruction of Urban Heritage”

13:00-14:30  Light Lunch

14:30-18:30  3rd Session_Workshop A & B (in parallel)
Workshop A “Spatial transformation and the management of historic towns, cities and urban areas landscape. (Quality of life, land use planning, renovation and restoration projects, preservation and revival of historic cities and urban areas).
- (14:30-14:40) Riin Alatalu “Preservation of Listed Schools as the Carriers of Local Identity and Heritage of Historic Rural Settlements”
- (14:40-14:50) Shadi Ghadban “The Architecture Of The Palestinian Dry-Stone Hut (Al-Mantarah)”
- (14:50-15:00) Olga Sevan “Landscape and wooden architecture: preservation and development of historic towns and settlements in Russia”
- (15:00-15:10) Jae Heon Choi “Some consideration on sustainable approach to conserve historic landscape in urban area”
- (15:10-15:20) Alicia Leonor Cahn Behrend “THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE. From Rejection To Acceptance”
- (15:20-15:30) Paula Cordeiro “Prise en compte d’un patrimoine mondial : La Grand-Place de Bruxelles”
- (15:30-15:40) Danuta Klosek Kozłowska “The roule of Heritage in Sustainable development”

(15:40-16:10) discussion
(16:10-16:40) pause
(16:40-16:50) **Claus Peter Echter** “The Cultural Heritage Counts for Europe project and Historic cities”
(16:50-17:00) **Yuichi Fukukawa** “Three Points Approach to Revitalize Historic Town Centers”
(17:00-17:10) **Eman Assi** “Urban Conservation and reconstruction in the Gulf Region : The case of Dubai”
(17:10-17:20) **Silvio Mendes Zancheti & Ana Carolina Magalhaes** “Empirical evidence of the importance of cultural significance to the conservation of historic centers”
(17:20-17:30) **Mario Ferrada Aguilar & Karen Fried Agosin** “Paradigm shifts and management processes in Valparaiso and Chiloe, World Heritage Sites”
(17:30-17:40) **Kathleen Crowther** “Empowering Individual Heritage Homeowners to Conserve: The Heritage Home Program in Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A”
(17:40-17:50) **Faïka Bejaoui** “Transformation du paysage urbain de Tunis : D’un bourg de Carthage à la capitale du pays”
(17:50-18:30) discussion

**Workshop B** “Sustainable tourism development on historic towns, cities and urban areas. (The context of the changing environment to retain the authenticity and integrity).
(14:30-14:40) **Inho Song** “Historic Layering of Urban Heritage carved on Seoul City Wall”
(14:40-14:50) **Rui Ramos Loza** “Porto - Sustainability in world heritage town”
(14:50-15:00) **Daniel Couto** “The Uniqueness Of Port Wine Warehouses In The Historic Center Of Gaia”
(15:00-15:10) **Andrii Sheliugin & Valeriy Suntsov** “Cultural Heritage of the Historic Center of the Port City of Odessa, Ukraine”
(15:10-15:20) **Betina Maria Adams** “The challenge of anchoring heritage values to space: notes on the practice of urban preservation in Florianópolis, Brazil”
(15:20-15:30) **Paolo Motta** “Historic Cities Tourism: Highlights And Shadows”
(15:30-15:40) **Elena Dimitrova** “Current Challenges To Heritage Experts In The Societal Dialogue On Preservation And Development In Bulgaria”
(15:40-16:10) discussion
(16:10-16:40) pause

(16:40-16:50) **Pavel Gregor** “Baroque Calvary in Banská Štiavnica – its use in 21st century for sustainable development”
(16:50-17:00) **Nurasan Akin** “BODRUM: une petite ville historique du sud-ouest de l’Anatolie, ses valeurs humaines et patrimoniales et ses problèmes de preservation”
(17:00-17:10) **Saleh Lamei** “Cultural tourism & sustainable development in historic cities Case Study Historic Saida –Lebanon”
(17:10-17:20) **Gergely Nagy** “The lights of a settlement (Protection of the value by night)”
(17:20-17:30) **Eleni Maistrou** “Historic villages in Greece. Opportunities and problems towards their sustainable development”
(17:30-17:40) **Hae Un Rii** “Tourism Development in Baekje Historic Areas, Republic of Korea”
• (17:40-17:50) **Alvaro Gomez Ferrer Bayo** “Le paysage facteur d’équilibre pour la préservation des sites historiques”

(17:50-18:30) discussion
2nd Day: Friday, 18 September 2015

Place: Municipality Cultural Center “PNEVMATIKO KENTRO”
Time: 09:00 – 18:00

9:00-11:00  4th Session_Side Event on SDGs & Habitat III
“A side event workshop on advocacy techniques for the cultural sustainable development goal” by:
• Andrew Potts
• Luigi Fusco Girard

11:00–11:30 Coffee Break

11:30-13:30 Synthesis and symposium closure (resolutions and recommendations)

13:30-15:00 Light Lunch

15:00-18:00 General Assembly and CIVVIH Elections (only for CIVVIH members)

21:00-23:00 Apollon Theatre (Invitation only)

1. Europa Nostra Award ceremony for “HER.M.E.S.” project of Syros Municipality
Greek Minister of Culture, General Secretary of South Aegean Region, Mayor of Syros, Syros Institute Members, Members of E.U. Greek Representation, Members of Europa Nostra (Greek and European), ICOMOS CIVVIH members.
2. Performance of “Orchestra of Cyclades”
3. Gala at the backyard of “Apollon Theater” with light music.
3rd Day: Saturday, 19 September 2015
Place: Ano Syros
Time: 11:30 – 14:30

11:30-14:30 Quided tour in Ano Syros (Saint George, Folklore Museum, Institute, Old Town, Monastery complex)

14:30–15:30 Light Lunch

20:30 Dinner
SUGGESTED COMMITTEES

Honorary Committee
- Georgios Maragkos, Major of Syros
- Dorotheos II, Orthodox Church Bishop in Syros
- Petros Stefanou, Catholic Church Bishop in Syros
- Joseph Stefanou, Emeritus Professor NTUA, Syros Institute President
- Eleni Maistrou, Professor NTUA, Dean of School of Architecture Engineering
- Dr. Athanasios Nakassis, ICOMOS Hellenic President

Scientific Committee
- Sofia Avgerinou Kolonias, Professor NTUA, President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Danuta Klosek Kozlowska, V.President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Samir Abdulac, V.President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Teresa Colletta, V.President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Claus-Peter Echter, Secretary General ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Aliki Hatzopoulou, Emerious Professor NTUA, Syros Institute CEO
- Kostas Moraitis, Professor NTUA, Syros Institute CEO
- Roido Mitoula, Assist.Professor Harokopio University, Syros Institute CEO

Organizing Committee
- Sofia Avgerinou Kolonias, Professor NTUA, President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Samir Abdulac, V.President ICOMOS CIVVIH
- Faika Bejaoui, member of CIVVIH Executive
- Giora Solar, member of CIVVIH Executive
- Giorgos Tsilimigas, Assist.Professor Aegean University, Member ICOMOS Hellenic – CIVVIH
- Maria Daniil, Head of Division of Research, Department of Building Projects, Municipality of Athens, member ICOMOS Hellenic - CIVVIH
- Eleni Oeconomopoulou, member ICOMOS Hellenic - CIVVIH
- Pavlos Chatzigrigoriou, PhD, Syros Institute CEO
- Archontoula Vasilara, PhD, Syros Institute CEO, member ICOMOS Hellenic - CIVVIH